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When the Penrose-Goldberg (PG) superpotential is used to compute the




symmetry is needed. Killing potentials used in the PG superpotential must
satisfy Penrose's equation. It is proved for the Schwarzschild and Kerr solu-
tions that the Penrose equation does not admit a Q

(')
at nite r and there-
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I. INTRODUCTION
In this work computing angular momentum with the use of Killing potentials is stud-
ied for the Schwarzschild and Kerr solutions. Killing potentials are bivectors Q

whose
divergence yields a Killing vector. Both solutions have explicit rotational Killing symme-












previously used to compute mass [2] and found, to our surprise, that this was not possible.





















is a Killing vector. Penrose showed that 10 independent Q

exist in
Minkowski space, but there can be no solutions in a general spacetime which has no Killing
symmetries. For Penrose's quasi-local mass integral we exhibit, in the following section,
a Killing potential for the Kerr spacetime which satises (1) and yields a quasi-local Kerr
mass. Unfortunately, one cannot use the PG superpotential to compute quasi-local angular
momentum and so this work has a negative result. It is proved for the Schwarzschild and
Kerr solutions that the Penrose equation does not admit a Q

(')
at nite r and thus the PG
superpotential cannot be used to compute angular momentum at nite r.
A Newman-Penrose null tetrad for the Kerr solution is given in Appendix A together with
the details of an anti self-dual bivector basis. Bivector components of the Penrose equation
are presented in Appendix B. The conformal Penrose equation is given in Appendix C. Sign















For Killing vector k













It is the Killing potential which is the core of the PG superpotential for computing conserved




























it is necessary that the Killing potential Q

satisfy the Penrose equation.
































where R = r   ia cos ,  = R
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, given in terms of Newman-Penrose


















Direct substitution of Q

(t)
in Eq.(1) veries that Q
(t)
satises the Penrose equation. One
can now use the stationary Killing potential with the PG superpotential to compute the






















is a closed t = const; r = const two surface. The result is m for any r beyond the
outer event horizon.







































and one third the divergence of Q

(')





















































for Kerr nor the Q
(')
for Schwarzschild satisfy the Penrose equation.
III. NO AXIAL PENROSE SOLUTION
We will show for the Schwarzschild solution and the Kerr solution that the Penrose







= 0 for symmetric spinorW
BC
(equivalent to the antisymmetric Killing potential
Q

), was used in linearized theory where Penrose [4] showed existence of ten independent
Killing potentials, one for each Minkowski Killing vector. In Goldberg's generalization [1]
to a fully curved metric there is no discussion of the existence of solutions of the Penrose
equation at nite r. We know that a solution exists for Q
(t)
. It is given in Eq.(4) for the



























We also know that Penrose obtained asymptotic results for angular momentum J: For axial
symmetry k
(')
at the conformal boundary he found J = 0 for Schwarzschild's solution and
J = ma for Kerr's, so it is reasonable to expect a Q
(')
for use in the PG superpotential at
nite r.
The argument presented below assumes that Q
(')
exists, goes through a long set of
equations which are the components of the bivector form of Penrose's equation given in
Appendix B, and ends with no possible Q
(')












= 0 where 

is

















































The Kerr and Schwarzschild solutions do not admit a non-zero X

at nite r.
We investigate the existence of Q
(')
for the Schwarzschild solution since the equations
are simpler with the Kerr rotation parameter set to zero but the argument can be extended
in a straight forward manner to the Kerr solution. The null tetrad and spin coecients given


















































































































2(1   3m=r) cos  + f(r): (21)






: The Q components are further restricted
































from (19) and Q
1













f = 0: (23)
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No solution is possible unless one chooses c
2

























































Substituting (24) requires c
0
= 0: Comparing (24) and (11) one can now see that the only
solution possible is the one for Q
(t)
given above.
We have proved that, for the Schwarzschild and Kerr solutions, only the timelike Killing
vector k
(t)
can have a Killing potential that satises the Penrose equation at nite r.
IV. NULL INFINITY
We proceed to solve the Penrose equation at the boundary of Schwarzschild spacetime.






































2)(d + i sin d');
and spin coecients given in Eq.(A2) with Kerr rotation parameter a = 0. The general
equations for a conformal map are given in Appendix C. We choose 





































2)(d + i sin d');








































































 + 2s^) =  @

 for  a spin weight s scalar (we
use the original denition [5] of edth with spin weight opposite to the helicity of outgoing



























































































































are complex constants. Here we can go beyond Goldberg [1] and integrate










































The solution of the Penrose equation for Q
(t)
is contained above. The non-zero anti











= 0; and f(; ') =  1=2.
Now lets take the asymptotic solutions found above in (29) and (30) and use them to
construct a Killing potential Q
(')



























































term in (32) vanishes when the complex conjugate is added. We have constructed the













Of the twelve terms entering the Penrose equation (dened in Appendix B) four are non-zero









2)(3m  r) sin ;
M
2









dependence that one expects for an asymptotic solution and the
angular dependence dictated by k
(')
, the components of Eq.(B2), particularly N
2
= 0, show
directly that this Killing potential fails to satisfy the Penrose equation.
V. CONCLUSION




















and then integrate (if possible). We have seen that not just any Killing potential can be used
in the PG superpotential but only one which satises Penrose's equation. Although a Q

(')
whose divergence yielded the axial Killing vector was presented for the Kerr solution, it could
not be used to compute quasi-local angular momentum although asymptotically it yields ma.
It has been shown that a Q

(')
cannot be found for either the Kerr or Schwarzschild solutions
which will satisfy the Penrose equation in curved space and so the PG superpotential cannot
be used to compute quasi-local angular momentum.
Some interesting questions remain. What are the complete integrability conditions for
the Penrose equation? What is the physical reason that no quasi-local Killing potential for
rotational symmetry can satisfy the Penrose equation?
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APPENDIX A: NULL TETRAD AND BIVECTORS






































































where R = r   ia cos ,  = R





  2mr. The non-zero spin coecients and
Weyl tensor component are
 =  1=R;  =  =(2R);  =  ia sin =(
p
2); (A2)




);  =  + (r  m)=(2);

























































=  4; and all others














































































































APPENDIX B: THE PENROSE EQUATION
Equation (1), which a Killing potential must satisfy in order to be valid for use in the























which can be most simply written with the use of twelve terms:
L
0














































































































































































) = 0: (B4)
If Q

is to be a Killing potential for k




























) + c:c: (B5)
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APPENDIX C: THE CONFORMAL PENROSE EQUATION
For asymptotically simple spacetimes with future null innity J
(
+
we follow Penrose and




























 a null vector tangent to the generators of J
(
+
: It follows from the map












 = : (C2)

















































































































































































































































































Finally, by direct substitution of the twelve terms above into equations (B2), (B3), and
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